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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, sport activities, true care and regular medical examination are the factors that 
lead to longer life and better life. Unfortunately, fountain of youth or anti
doesn’t exist. It seems that exercise is the best anti
encourage the old people to participate in activities that enhance cardiovascular system 
and their muscular system. One of disease that is most common in elderly people, is 
syndrome due to muscular imbalance in the top upper quarter o
study is to investigate the effect of corrective movements on proximal crossed syndrome.In 
this practical study, 30 old women suffering from proximal crossed syndrome participated 
who were randomly placed in control and test groups.
measured in standing position by flexible ruler, the shoulders abduction has been 
measured by goniometer, scapula retraction has been measured by caliper, chest 
expansion has been measured by tape and these have all been
subjects were evaluated again after 8 weeks of receiving corrective exercises and all 
statistical operations including change of the obtained data from measurements have been 
done through Kolmogorov
analyzed by significance level of p
abduction (P=0.005 in right shoulder and P=0.002 in left shoulder) and scapula retraction 
(P=0.004), chest expansion (P=0.000) in both control and
difference while extension of spinal cord (P= 0.06) showed no meaningful 
difference.Corrective movements can be effective on improvement of pain due to muscular 
imbalance. 
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 Physical and mental power burnout 
deformation in elderlies (figure 1-1). These deformations are severe; however, they can be corrected by some 
simple movements. Thus, it might be the case that no period of life is worrying 
developed countries, proper body posture of elderlies is significantly considered; however, in developing 
countries including Iran, some considerations should be taken concerning the welfare of future elderlies. 
 

Fig. 1.1:The sample of posture variation with increasing age from side view
 
 As the research title indicates the main focus of this study is on upper body and specifically, upper quarter 
of the body. Disorder in muscular balance and 
the body, influence proper implementation of each movement and 
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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, sport activities, true care and regular medical examination are the factors that 
lead to longer life and better life. Unfortunately, fountain of youth or anti
doesn’t exist. It seems that exercise is the best anti-aging drug. Nowad
encourage the old people to participate in activities that enhance cardiovascular system 
and their muscular system. One of disease that is most common in elderly people, is 
syndrome due to muscular imbalance in the top upper quarter o
study is to investigate the effect of corrective movements on proximal crossed syndrome.In 
this practical study, 30 old women suffering from proximal crossed syndrome participated 
who were randomly placed in control and test groups. Spinous process C
measured in standing position by flexible ruler, the shoulders abduction has been 
measured by goniometer, scapula retraction has been measured by caliper, chest 
expansion has been measured by tape and these have all been 
subjects were evaluated again after 8 weeks of receiving corrective exercises and all 
statistical operations including change of the obtained data from measurements have been 
done through Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Leven and independent t-tests and SPSS v.21 and 
analyzed by significance level of p≥ 0.05.The extension of neck (P=0.001), shoulders 
abduction (P=0.005 in right shoulder and P=0.002 in left shoulder) and scapula retraction 
(P=0.004), chest expansion (P=0.000) in both control and test groups showed meaningful 
difference while extension of spinal cord (P= 0.06) showed no meaningful 
difference.Corrective movements can be effective on improvement of pain due to muscular 
imbalance.  

KEY WORDS: corrective movement, proximal crossed syndrome, spinal cord extension, 
chest expansion, neck movement range, shoulder abduction, scapula retraction.

INTRODUCTION 

burnout of elderlies seems to be completely natural. The studies show body 
1). These deformations are severe; however, they can be corrected by some 

might be the case that no period of life is worrying and problematic as elderly. In 
developed countries, proper body posture of elderlies is significantly considered; however, in developing 

some considerations should be taken concerning the welfare of future elderlies. 

he sample of posture variation with increasing age from side view. 

As the research title indicates the main focus of this study is on upper body and specifically, upper quarter 
Disorder in muscular balance and strength in this area can lead to deviation from natural status of 

the body, influence proper implementation of each movement and create postural deviation for the individual. 
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Nowadays, sport activities, true care and regular medical examination are the factors that 
lead to longer life and better life. Unfortunately, fountain of youth or anti-aging fountain 

aging drug. Nowadays, sport guidelines 
encourage the old people to participate in activities that enhance cardiovascular system 
and their muscular system. One of disease that is most common in elderly people, is 
syndrome due to muscular imbalance in the top upper quarter of body. The aim of this 
study is to investigate the effect of corrective movements on proximal crossed syndrome.In 
this practical study, 30 old women suffering from proximal crossed syndrome participated 

Spinous process C7 to T12 has been 
measured in standing position by flexible ruler, the shoulders abduction has been 
measured by goniometer, scapula retraction has been measured by caliper, chest 

 done by the tester. The 
subjects were evaluated again after 8 weeks of receiving corrective exercises and all 
statistical operations including change of the obtained data from measurements have been 

tests and SPSS v.21 and 
≥ 0.05.The extension of neck (P=0.001), shoulders 

abduction (P=0.005 in right shoulder and P=0.002 in left shoulder) and scapula retraction 
test groups showed meaningful 

difference while extension of spinal cord (P= 0.06) showed no meaningful 
difference.Corrective movements can be effective on improvement of pain due to muscular 
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chest expansion, neck movement range, shoulder abduction, scapula retraction. 

of elderlies seems to be completely natural. The studies show body 
1). These deformations are severe; however, they can be corrected by some 

and problematic as elderly. In 
developed countries, proper body posture of elderlies is significantly considered; however, in developing 

some considerations should be taken concerning the welfare of future elderlies.  
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These damages and harms are created during months and years of confronting with biomechanical and 
psychosocial stresses. Muscular imbalance, disturbance in the association between length and strain of muscles 
and mismatch of joints make performance disorder for the individual predictable. To pass this disorder, the body 
is inclined to compensate these deficiencies by creating special patterns or relations between muscles. One of 
these patterns proposed by Janda is proximal crossed syndrome (Janda, 2002). Job related skeletal- muscular 
damages are the biggest occupational health problems in developing countries.  
 Proper posture plays significant role in general health of individuals as one of the health indices 
(AsgharzadehGolzar, 2006). Proper posture means that our skeleton provides the possibility of movement 
efficiency and gravity on center with the least damage risk to design proper walking, seating and standing. 
Postural disturbance is the most prevalent musculoskeletal injury and indicates muscular imbalance in adults 
(Nemmers and Miller,2008). Precise and on time diagnosis of physical weakness in upper and lower body and 
prevention of injuries with special cause of proper posture is one of the necessary procedures for treatment of 
disorders related to individuals’ health. Moreover, since muscular imbalance happens before joint dysfunction, 
on time diagnosis of postural deviations can help decreased dysfunction of patient due to change of posture and 
time and cost saving event in terms of prevention (Manchikantiet al, 2008). 
 By precise looking at postural disorders and people suffering from it, we perceive that proximal crossed 
syndrome and affected individuals have a set of functional deviations. It is such that people suffering from this 
syndrome have simultaneously symptoms of rounded shoulders, kyphosis and forward head. These patterns can 
be seen in individuals who sit for long hours or in athletes with one-dimensional sport fieldswhosuffer from 
great burden due to performing exercises or one-dimensional work. The symptoms of this syndrome are 
potential deficiency in joint performance, sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, the joints between articular 
processes between cervical and dorsal vertebrae. The potential patterns of injury include impingement of 
shoulder rotator syndrome, shoulder’s instability, tendon inflammation, compression of nerves and vessels in 
chest area and headache. Since this symptom plays significant role in increased complain of skeletal pains in 
upper quarter of body (Janda, 2002; Liebenson, 1996; Veqar and Kumar, 2005; Murphy, 1999). 
 According to the statistics related to prevalence of this syndrome among adults, the other reason for study 
and investigation of non-drug treatments becomes clear. This study tries to study whether performing one period 
of corrective exercises in test group leads to improvement ofproximal crossed syndrome in elderly women 
suffering from PCSor not? 

METHOD AND MATERIALS 
 
 This study has been carried out in two stages. First a practical study has been done with the aim of 
evaluating absolute and relative repeatability of the results obtained from evaluation of main dependent 
variables (including postural indices, extension of spinal cord (the distance between C7 and T12 in standing 
state) and neck extension (occipital distance from wall) and shoulder abduction (in right and left shoulder) and 
scapula retraction, chest expansion in two measurement by tester.  In the next stage that is the main section of 
the present study, a randomized clinical trial or manipulation of main independent variable, i.e. corrective 
exercises in control and test groups (15 people with mean age of 65±5) in elderly women suffering from 
proximal crossed syndrome who were randomly divided, were performed. The dependent variables in each 
group before and after a 8-week period of corrective exercises in test group and without training in control 
group were measured.  
 Data collection has been done through field and library studies. For data collection in field study procedure, 
researcher constructed questionnaire was used. It means that after selection of samples, the questionnaires were 
completed. These questionnaires were filled and completed by the researcher in Kahrizak elderly care center of 
Alborz province (daily section). Then studied elderly women were informed of the research subject and its 
significance and then in a clam environment, the questions were read slowly and the related explanation of the 
question was mentioned, then the subject was asked to clarify her response and opinion and the precise 
measurements were individually performed. 
 This questionnaire is designed and developed such that all required information for testing research 
hypothesis can be collected and analyzed. Individuals in control group don’t perform any corrective exercise 
during 15 days; however, test group performs corrective movements for 15 days.  
 To remove deficiency and muscular imbalance in upper quarter of the body in elderlies, it is tried to 
prescribe exercises that are practical and effective. Moreover, the selection of these exercises is such that they 
can be performed based on the ability of elderlies and acceptable for rehabilitation specialists.  
 
Necessary considerations in prescription of exercise for elderly people:  
 Although exercise design principles for elderly people are similar to other groups; in regulation of physical 
fitness program, special attention should be pain. For most elderly patients, exercise with low intensity is 
proposed. 
 
The schedule and repetition of exercises:  
 The duration of exercise should be short and gradually by increased density of exercise, it is possible to 
increase the duration of each session. In addition to this, the elderlies require more time for warm up and cool 
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down. Some of them just can participate 
functional constrains. Thus, the training sessions should be performed by shorter time, lower density and more 
repetition. The implementation of this training protocol 
 
The statistical data analysis methods: 
 Descriptive statistics is used for calculation of central indices, dispersion and drawing tables. In inferential 
statistics, first Kolmogorov – Smirnov test has been used for normal distribution of data. Then, 
inter-group meaningfulness in pretest and post
done by SPSS v.21 and the significance level of tests has been considered as p
 
Results: 
 In this section, concerning the data obtained from s
findings,descriptivespecifications of groups in variables of age, chest 
extension, scapula retraction, shoulder abduction are presented in table 
used for normal distribution of data. The results of Kolmogorov
distributed. Since the obtained data are bigger than p value, it can be concluded that data has been normally 
distributed. 
 
Table 1: Physical variables in pretest and post

Group 
Index 

Age (year) 
Weight (kg) 

Spinal cord extension (C7-T12) 
Chest expansion 

Neck extension (occipital to wall) 
Scapula retraction 

Left shoulder abduction 
Right shoulder abduction 

 

 
Fig. 1: Spinal cord extension variation pattern in test and control group
 

 
Fig. 2: Neck extension variation n test and control group
 
Discussion: 
 Beladween (2003) believes that any deviation of body from the normal posture leads to interpretation of the 
gravity line location and pass and increased energy consumption to maintain this posture of perform activities. 
For example, patients suffering from spinal k
neck extensor muscles due to body flexion. On the other hand, the mentioned posture and increased muscular 
activity lead to aggregation of joint reaction forces in back and cervical vertebras.
such pressure on back bones can facilitate the ground for micro Teroma of vertebra in higher ages. One of the 
postural disorders in upper body is kyphosis. In his studies, he claims that most individuals suffer from kyphosis 
in teen and youth years that is considered as poor posture in initial stages. If this problem is not removed and 
continues, it will lead to a postural or structural anomaly (Foroughan, 2005). In addition, by on time training, the 
individual can spend many years of his life without physical problems (Miller and Foerster, 2003). Kyphosis 
influences height; increased kyphosis leads to shortening of height. By increased age and kyphosis continuity 

down. Some of them just can participate in training session juts for a limited time because of the structural and 
functional constrains. Thus, the training sessions should be performed by shorter time, lower density and more 
repetition. The implementation of this training protocol is 3 times and in sum 20 minutes. 

atistical data analysis methods:  
Descriptive statistics is used for calculation of central indices, dispersion and drawing tables. In inferential 

Smirnov test has been used for normal distribution of data. Then, 
test and post-test, T-test has been used. All statistical operations have been 

done by SPSS v.21 and the significance level of tests has been considered as p≤ 0.05.  

In this section, concerning the data obtained from statistical analysis of research 
specifications of groups in variables of age, chest expansion, neck extension, spinal cord 

extension, scapula retraction, shoulder abduction are presented in table 1Kolmogorov– 
for normal distribution of data. The results of Kolmogorov- Smirnov test show that data has been normally 

distributed. Since the obtained data are bigger than p value, it can be concluded that data has been normally 

Physical variables in pretest and post-test. 
Test 

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test
65±5 - 65±5
61±10 - 62±11
37±3 36.3±5.3 36.9±2

1.5±0.5 2.3±0.7 1.7±0.7
9.8±2.8 8.2± 3.2 10±2.5
14±0.7 13.6±0.6 14.2±0.9
124±19 129±19 121±21
117±27 124±24 115±25

 

Spinal cord extension variation pattern in test and control group. 

 

Neck extension variation n test and control group. 

(2003) believes that any deviation of body from the normal posture leads to interpretation of the 
gravity line location and pass and increased energy consumption to maintain this posture of perform activities. 
For example, patients suffering from spinal kyphosis require higher degrees of muscular activity in back and 
neck extensor muscles due to body flexion. On the other hand, the mentioned posture and increased muscular 
activity lead to aggregation of joint reaction forces in back and cervical vertebras. For example, it is shown that 
such pressure on back bones can facilitate the ground for micro Teroma of vertebra in higher ages. One of the 
postural disorders in upper body is kyphosis. In his studies, he claims that most individuals suffer from kyphosis 
in teen and youth years that is considered as poor posture in initial stages. If this problem is not removed and 
continues, it will lead to a postural or structural anomaly (Foroughan, 2005). In addition, by on time training, the 

years of his life without physical problems (Miller and Foerster, 2003). Kyphosis 
influences height; increased kyphosis leads to shortening of height. By increased age and kyphosis continuity 
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Descriptive statistics is used for calculation of central indices, dispersion and drawing tables. In inferential 
Smirnov test has been used for normal distribution of data. Then, to study the 

. All statistical operations have been 

tatistical analysis of research 
expansion, neck extension, spinal cord 

 Smirnov test has been 
Smirnov test show that data has been normally 

distributed. Since the obtained data are bigger than p value, it can be concluded that data has been normally 

Control 
test Post-test 

65±5 - 
62±11 - 
36.9±2 36.9±2 
1.7±0.7 1.6±0.4 
10±2.5 10.2±2.8 

14.2±0.9 14.2±0.9 
121±21 121±21 
115±25 115±25 

(2003) believes that any deviation of body from the normal posture leads to interpretation of the 
gravity line location and pass and increased energy consumption to maintain this posture of perform activities. 

yphosis require higher degrees of muscular activity in back and 
neck extensor muscles due to body flexion. On the other hand, the mentioned posture and increased muscular 

For example, it is shown that 
such pressure on back bones can facilitate the ground for micro Teroma of vertebra in higher ages. One of the 
postural disorders in upper body is kyphosis. In his studies, he claims that most individuals suffer from kyphosis 
in teen and youth years that is considered as poor posture in initial stages. If this problem is not removed and 
continues, it will lead to a postural or structural anomaly (Foroughan, 2005). In addition, by on time training, the 

years of his life without physical problems (Miller and Foerster, 2003). Kyphosis 
influences height; increased kyphosis leads to shortening of height. By increased age and kyphosis continuity 
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(increase of kyphosis to 15 degrees), the height of individual s
also seen (Fonseca, 2000).Pawlowsky
of spinal cord erecting muscles, flexibility exercises and depth sensation of spinal cord lead to 
kyphosis angle, strength of muscles and physical performance of subjects. On the other hand, since subjects 
independently follow their prescribed exercises in their home, the results of one year following up showed that 
kyphosis angle, muscular strength and physical performance in these individuals has not meaningful change 
compared to the end of training courses. According to the results of the present study, decreased extension of 
spinal cord in experimental group in posttest that was hold 
decreased; however, statistically, no meaningful difference was obtained in investigations and the result 
obtained on this variable matches with Pawlowskystudy; however, it contradicts with Sinaki
 

 
Fig. 3: Scapula retraction variation n test and control group
 

 
Fig. 4: Chest expansion variation in test and control group
 

 
Fig. 5: Left and right abduction variation n test and control group
 
 The results of Sinakiet al study showed that 2 years of strength training leads to increased muscular strength 
and decreased kyphosis angle in 58
strength has decreased and kyphosis angle has increased
law, in reciprocal inhibition, a muscle shortens when
law reminds this point that over-performing one
to hyperactivity and stretching of back muscles and finally it brings injuries such as forward head and kyphosis 
symptoms and incidence of crossing syndrome. The probable reasons 
explained in this way that, desp
extensorenhancement of backbones
response meaningfulness yield positive response. 
 Olivero and Dulebohn(2002) argues that imbalance leads to slumping in lower ages and makes this 
slumping continues such that the affected individuals would have round back and on the other hand, anterior 
muscles began shortening and at the same time, back mu
and in this status, the rate of compressive forces on cervical vertebra 
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(increase of kyphosis to 15 degrees), the height of individual shortens more than 4 cm and vertebra rupture is 
also seen (Fonseca, 2000).Pawlowskyet al (2009) showed that the results of 12 weeks of strengthening exercises 
of spinal cord erecting muscles, flexibility exercises and depth sensation of spinal cord lead to 
kyphosis angle, strength of muscles and physical performance of subjects. On the other hand, since subjects 
independently follow their prescribed exercises in their home, the results of one year following up showed that 

lar strength and physical performance in these individuals has not meaningful change 
compared to the end of training courses. According to the results of the present study, decreased extension of 
spinal cord in experimental group in posttest that was hold eight weeks after pretest, C7 to T12 distance 
decreased; however, statistically, no meaningful difference was obtained in investigations and the result 
obtained on this variable matches with Pawlowskystudy; however, it contradicts with Sinaki

variation n test and control group. 

 

Chest expansion variation in test and control group. 

 

Left and right abduction variation n test and control group. 

study showed that 2 years of strength training leads to increased muscular strength 
and decreased kyphosis angle in 58-75 years old women. However, 8-year follow up showed that 

d kyphosis angle has increased.Hertlinget al(1990) claims, according to 
a muscle shortens when its antagonist muscles are loose or in resting position. This 

performing one-dimensional tasks in body and shortening of anterior 
to hyperactivity and stretching of back muscles and finally it brings injuries such as forward head and kyphosis 
symptoms and incidence of crossing syndrome. The probable reasons for lack of meaningfulness can be 

despite pectoral muscles’ stretch, intervertebral muscular stretch and 
enhancement of backbones, and concerning the results, if the exercise continue

yield positive response.  
2002) argues that imbalance leads to slumping in lower ages and makes this 

such that the affected individuals would have round back and on the other hand, anterior 
muscles began shortening and at the same time, back muscles overstretched and weaken, the head turns forward 
and in this status, the rate of compressive forces on cervical vertebra can increase up to three times more than 
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hortens more than 4 cm and vertebra rupture is 
(2009) showed that the results of 12 weeks of strengthening exercises 

of spinal cord erecting muscles, flexibility exercises and depth sensation of spinal cord lead to improvement of 
kyphosis angle, strength of muscles and physical performance of subjects. On the other hand, since subjects 
independently follow their prescribed exercises in their home, the results of one year following up showed that 

lar strength and physical performance in these individuals has not meaningful change 
compared to the end of training courses. According to the results of the present study, decreased extension of 

eight weeks after pretest, C7 to T12 distance 
decreased; however, statistically, no meaningful difference was obtained in investigations and the result 
obtained on this variable matches with Pawlowskystudy; however, it contradicts with Sinakiet al(2002). 

study showed that 2 years of strength training leads to increased muscular strength 
year follow up showed that muscular 

) claims, according to Sherington 
are loose or in resting position. This 

shortening of anterior body leads 
to hyperactivity and stretching of back muscles and finally it brings injuries such as forward head and kyphosis 

lack of meaningfulness can be 
ntervertebral muscular stretch and 

continues, it might happen that 

2002) argues that imbalance leads to slumping in lower ages and makes this 
such that the affected individuals would have round back and on the other hand, anterior 

and weaken, the head turns forward 
can increase up to three times more than 
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the head weight. Forward head posture due to increased age leads to change of lower jaw resting position. This 
change of posture becomes one of the reasons for early osteoarthritis in individual that is one of the reasons for 
neck pain in individuals. Concerning the non-invasive diagnosis and the process of using corrective movements 
as therapeutic intervention, the occipital distance from the wall is used for evaluation of the head posture and 
flexibility in neck extension. Page (2005) in international journal of sport and physiotherapy, in various studies 
on the athletes suffering from shoulder pain has observed the change of electromyography patterns from normal 
position and muscular imbalance patterns and claimed that as our age increases, our posture inclines; not only 
round shoulder increases, the head also turns forward and backbone becomes more convex. At this time, 
muscular imbalance and postural abnormality can exert abnormal stress to the tissues that lead to degenerative 
changes and joint pain. Bad posture is along with decreased balance and decreased walking performance. In 
fact, the studies show that postural abnormality is also associated with increased death in old people. In studies, 
PCS is introduced as a syndrome that is usually seen in white collars, computer users and those who sit for long 
hours in day. Dalton (2003) has carried out studies on the seating posture and concluded that sitting for long 
time leads to decreased cervical and lumbar lordosis ad increased kyphosis. The shoulders turn forward, the 
breast becomes flat and the abdomen turns forward. However, PCS is not just for this group and it can be seen in 
athletes and individuals who perform one-directional works and event in housewives. Taheriet al (2010) yielded 
two conclusions for this issue; first, the mean angle of forward head is more in people with chronic neck pain 
compared to those without pain and secondly; the people suffering from chronic neck pain have lower mobility 
and proprioception compared to healthy individuals. 
 Hurwitz et al (2004, 2008) studied the effect of sport movements on forward head symptom and reported 
that due to increased flexibility of the neck muscles, this symptom has meaningfully improved. 
 Lynch et al (2010) studied the effect of 8-week corrective training on forward head and round shoulder 
symptoms (FHRSP8) on the elite swimmers and observed meaningful reduction of the angle of forward head 
and shoulder displacement. Klumperet al(2006) and Veqar and Kumar (2005) showed that 6-week stretch- 
strength trainings lead to decreased round shoulder in competitive swimmers that is consistent with the present 
study. One of the probable reasons for meaningful relation between corrective movements and neck extension 
are effectiveness of strength movements on neck muscles, effective mobility of cervical vertebra especially C6, 
more biomechanical movement freedom in neck. Moreover, it should be said that spinal cord extension trainings 
have helped this.  
 Kotteeswaranet al (2012) studied the stretch and boosting of shoulder muscles in shoulder retraction of 30 
male and female and showed that stretch of abductor and boosting of scapula adductor muscles and shoulder 
external rotators are effective. Wang et al (1999) studied the effect of stretch trainings for breast muscles and 
strength training forshoulderadductors and elevators and external rotators of joint in 20 subjects with forward 
shoulder posture and showed increased abduction power, horizontal abduction and internal and external rotation 
after training, decreased inferior deviation of spinal cord, increased share of Glenohumeralinraising hand. This 
is in line with Daneshmandiet al (2006) study on investigation of the effect of one period of corrective 
movements on the status of shoulder in 80 subjects. It worth noting that concerning the study of shoulder 
retraction, the present study is consistent with a part of Daneshmandiet al study that used active and strength 
isometric and isokinetic stretch training in boys with age range of 16-18 years.  
 Concerning chest expansion and its measurement in this study, the results showed that this study is 
consistent with Kinster (1996) study, and Moadyet al (2009) study, studying the effect of some kind of 
plyometric and aerobic sports on chest expansion and lung volume in high school students; that improves by the 
use of chest expansion corrective movements and respiration status.  
 The most causes of pains in neck are due to three prevalent diseases including arthritis, disk herniation and 
muscular syndrome (Christensen, 1999; De Girolamo, 1991).  
 Stretching and strengthening training can lead to decreased pain by enhancement of muscles and correction 
of disorder in length-tension relation and normalization of cervical lordosis in the subjects with chronic neck 
pain. Tiefel(2012) claims that proximal crossed syndrome leads to postural changes in upper back part in times 
and also as one of the known reasons for spinal cord kyphosis, it can lead to respiratory problems and asthma. 
Other symptoms include neck pain, back muscles crumping and chest and jaw pain. These pains can be due to 
impaired mobility, back and neck muscles, muscular imbalance- that leads to muscular burnout and overuse of 
muscles. As the muscles burnout, their tension and temperature increase and chemical materials are released; 
they are more inflated and turn inflammation to pain and spasm of muscle. Through the times, this change in 
body biomechanics and weak posture leads to early incidence of osteoarthritis in cervical spines, chest and jaw. 
Thus, we clearly perceive that diagnosis and treatment of this disease should begin before the emergence of 
more symptoms. These hazardous conditions create concerns over the athletes who perform one-dimensional 
movements such as swimmers who suffer from shoulder impingement syndrome and high repetitive movements 
(Kaplan and Buchbinder, 1991). Thackeret al (2011) believe that this syndrome can lead to body disorders 
including unilateral and bilateral headaches (similar to migraine headaches), early damage in cervical spine and 
lose of neck curvature. 
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Conclusion: 
 Intervention and prevention are very significant as a mediator in treatment incorrective movement and sport 
pathology and the studies show that 48-6% of adults have experienced pain in one of the mentioned areas (Sim 
et al, 2006). Unfortunately, PCS is a “silent” disorder such as cardiovascular diseases and usually it takes 
several years to emerge and at the beginning, it doesn’t lead to incidence of symptoms. Its symptoms become 
clear when due to these changes, proximal crossed syndrome of individual becomes along with joint disease. 
Various studies have proved that corrective trainings are beneficial for treatment of people suffering from 
proximal crossed syndrome. The results of this study confirm this claim that corrective trainings are effective on 
various variables of elderly women suffering from proximal crossed syndrome. However, concerning the effect 
of corrective training, the results of this study and other studies are less or more contradictory. Furthermore, the 
researcher of this study perceived that performing corrective trainings considered in this study had not 
meaningful difference on all measured factors and it is required to combine other trainings to improve this 
syndrome. The study of the difference between test and control groups shows the benefits of corrective trainings 
on neck extension, shoulder abduction, scapula retraction and chest expansion and referral pain of neck. 
Moreover, it shows that local cooling has positive effect on reduction of the pain. Concerning the obtained 
results, it can be claimed that this kind of training can have significant effect on improvement of proximal 
crossed syndrome of elderly women compared to the drug treatment and rehabilitation (individually).  
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